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On 11 July, the Suretde du

Quefibcc, (a provincial police force

with pretensions of being a national

one), attacked a barricade built by

nativesnear Oka, a town not too far

from Montreal. The barricade had

been erected to block the efforts of a

municipal government that sought to

turn a native cemetery into a golf

course. During the attack, shots were

fired, and a cop caught a bullet. The

systemoids put an even larger

barricade in place, and a siege began.

Then, a group of armed Mohawk
"Warriors" seized the Mercier Bridge,

which connects Montreal to various

suburbs and the USA.
Throughout Canada, natives and

"white" activists expressed their

solidarity through meetings and

sympathy barricades on railway lines,

etc. Natives sent their

representatives to the United Nations

and to Desmond Tutu to plead their

case and to attract world-wide

attention. A notable event, but how

is il relevant to Ukrainians?

As people of a nation that has

been enslaved, and whose culture and

lands have been despoiled through the

centuries in a similar fashion, we

should sympathize fully with the

native peoples of Canada and North

America in general. One of their

leaders, F. Fontaine, said that before

the arrival of the white man, there

were over 50 languages in this

territory, and now only two remain.

Natives, he said, could not return to a

homeland across the sea in search of

their language, because their

homeland is Canada,

These kind of situations and

statements should be very familiar to

us, as Ukrainians. The natives seek

autonomy and sovereignty, and are

resorting to the means necessary to

secure them.

STUDENT supports their efforts.

We also believe that the rest of

the Ukrainian Canadian community

should take a consistent and honest

stand, and express its support of the

initiatives of the natives of Canada.
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Alt signed tetters ot reasonable length which comply with Canadian libel and

slander laws will be printed unedited (save for purposes ot clarity) in this column We

wilt not print anonymous letters, but it lor personal reasons contributors wish to

withhold their names or use a pseudonym, this can be arranged. In all c«es. however,

we require both a genuine signature and return address.

\

STUDENT ll published bi-monthly bj Student

Newspaper Publishing. Subscription rates are $6.00

Can. for ten issues. Members of USC's affiliated with

SUSK redeve STUDENT at $150 per year.

STUDENT U u open forum for fact and opinion,

reflecting the Interest* of Ukrainian Canadian students

on various topics - social, cultural, political and

religious.

The opinions and thoughts expressed In Individual

signed articles arc the responsibility of their authors,

and not necessarily those of the STUDENT staff.

STUDENT'* role Is to serve as a medium through

which discussion can be conducted on given Issues

from any point of view.

Letters to the editor are welcome. We
right to edit material for publication.

the

I'm writing to ask when you

bunch of irresponsible louts plan to

put out another issue. About the

only positive thing one can say is

that one in three of your writers have

the courage to put their real names at

the top of articles.

However, my problem wilh you

(the STUDENT editorial board of

misbegotten journalistic cretins) is

what you are trying to pass off as

reading material. Take the last issue

(Jan-Feb., 1990, Vol. 22. No. 107)

for example. The cover page was an

abomination that reached new
heights of tastlessness.

Congratulations! The staffs of the

supermarket tabloids need people

like you.

As for your editorial, I read it

twice, in both languages, and have

yet to understand what you are trying

to tell me. The KGB Files, like the

comic section in Canadian dailies,

seem to be the only worthwhile

thing in your paper. The Jan-Feb

1990 issue's Rambling Mind was a

typical effort - it should be renamed

the Whining Mind.

1 could bitch for hours. After

struggling through the last issue, I

finally realised what you are. You
are trying to be "progressive" like

Toronto's NOW magazine while

retaining the "charm" of Homin
Ukrainy or Nasha Meta. I pity the

anthropologist who will be asked to

make sense of this should s/he be so

unlucky as to stumble across your

dishrag.

You guys should smarten up!

Johnny Pldperechko
Toronto
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What is this? I get STUDENT
every time you guys put one out and

I wonder why? How you guys gol

my address I don't know. I remeber

being at one Ukrainian Students club

meeting for roughly five minutes a

few years back. 1 guess you must

have hijacked my address here.

Since I'm not really involved

with the Ukrainian community your

newspaper is my only link. I must

confess that sometimes I do gel

confused when I read your paper,

since I don't read Ukrainian and

occasionaly I have no idea what you

are talking about.

I also have to mention that you

do not have any coverage of events

in Western Canada. Your coverage

is like the CBC's National and

Journal, all heavily biased towards

the east, read Toronto. Where do I

go if I want to find out what is

happening in my area. The only

thing you ever write about Western

Canada is disparaging remarks about

the West Edmonton Mall. I quote

"Edmonton Mall -sized
McDonald's/AG Farben complexes."

this from Fear and Loathing in

Perebudova Land (Jan-Feb., 1990.

Vol. 22, No. 107). This was very

clever guys. You prove that the

east's concept of Western Canada is

either of a cowboy or oil driller.

Now you think that Western

Canada's symbol is the West
Edmonton Mall.

This is pure fantasy. There are

as many people here with aversions

to the WEM as in the East. After

all, Toronto is the city which built

the Skydome, an equal if not greater

concrete blight upon the face of the

earth. So I think that criticizing the

West for its excesses is unjustified

because the East has more of them.

Danny Jakusta
Prince George, B.C.
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SUBSCRIBE!
DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED!

If you are a paid member of any Ukrainian Students' Club (USK) in

Canada, then you wili be receiving STUDENT regularly.

If you are not a member, then you stand to miss several issues of

STUDENT this year.

$6.00 entitles you to 10 issues ofSTUDENT. Send this form along with

$6.00 m Canadian funds to:

STUDENT
620 Spadina Ave.

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M5S2H4
YES I WANT STUDENT !

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY /PROVINCE
COUNTRY
POSTAL CODE
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The fourth Future Bakery-Cafe outlet is opening in Toronto. This new
location will be in the hallowed "selo", one of the few places in North America
where you will hear Ukrainian more readily than English. This area is also one
of the few teetotalin' locales outside the Muslim world. There is a catch to this

overpriced piece of prime Toronto real estate. The location will be underneath
the PLAST "domivka". (This building, fortunately for enterprise-minded

PLASTonians, is on the South Side of Bloor, and thus can be licensed for the sale

of booze.)

However, the temperance minded PLAST government is scared of young-&-
pure-as-driven-snow PLASTonians going down to (the) Future and hoistin' a

couple of X after an invigouratin' meetin'. The guru who runs the Future
Bakery/Cafe empire has to sign an agreement with the aforementioned
government which states that his establishment will not sell any befuddling
beverage to innocents.

So there you have it. Do not wear your monkey suit when ordering

intoxicants at the new Future (you'll have to wait for it 'cause it opens at the end
of this year). A similar arrangement with the Trembita (well within Tronna
drinking territory) kept SUM alive for decades, so the future bodes well.
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Notes on the SUSK Congress/Catastrophe:

16 people registered at congress.

Ex president Greg Blysniuk: "Congress was great, but it was an absolute

disaster."

The main banquet finished at an early 11 and all the guests moved to Greg's

apartment, all 20 people.

Bill Pavlowsky from Montreal is the new president.

Good Luck!

Remember the days when students could get something done...
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Hey, we ain't afraidy of no socialists no morel 'Specially

in 'Tory-Blue" Ontario.

Yea, the good ole status quo got a nice implantation on
its lower posterior on September 6. A party whose socialist

agenda will allegedly force millions of Ontarians to wait

hours in line for bread, meat, gasoline, cheap hollywood
movies, Toronto Maple Leaf home games. Big Macs at the

SkyDome is now the almighty power of forty three percent of

Canada's economy.
The Liberal party, under the questionable smug

leadership of Premier Peterson, called an early election

believing it was in for an easy ride. Heh! Near the end of the

campaign, the Liberal leader panicked, and stopped just short

of saying that an NDP government if elected, would place

statues of heroes Vladimir Lenin, Karl Marx and even maybe
Tommy Douglas (dare we say Steven Lewis) in every

subdivision and in front of every condo in Ontario. The
premier did say that the NDP's "socialist agenda would destroy

everything we (terrified mainstreamoids ~ed.) have worked
for" and that children would go hungry under a socialist NDP
government How's that for Red bailin'?

Well, this century-old scare tactic biowed up and blowed

up good. He got hammered in the election, even losing his

very own seat in London, Ontario (nice name for a bastion,

isnt' it?) to an NDPer who engages in such communist
activities as running a shelter for battered women.

Reagan is no longer president and is selling himself to

the Japanese. Germany, both - soon one, is taking over

Europe and in a blink of an eye - the world. According to the

latest American tabloid press, undisciplined Arabs are the real

threat to the world and therefore the Americans God
appointed must keep the peace with their blessed army, navy,

airforce, marines, USO shows and Bob Hope. Since Gorby

and Glasnost commies ain't no problem no more. Hell, if wc
believe the Yankee pundits, they (commies?, Soviets?, the

Ruskies?, the CPSU?) are our(?) freinds.

Victorian Ontariario woke up lo a red dawn on Friday

Sept. 7. The reality of a NDP government in Ontario got

some people a' thinkin' about the future. It got some of the

upper crust a' thinkin' about finding a safe, pre-shrunk,

ravenously prosperous, English-speaking area of the world

where they could hide. Apart from the shallow, contemptible,

and hopelessly dishonest old hacks who lord over Ontario,

everybody else woke up that Friday morning, did their normal

routine and looked forward to the weekend.

After all, our bellys are full...

i&THPENTiWvHlETUDlMTj

Staff this issue:

Three aardvarks, a brown llama

and a coyote eating a panzerotli.

Please address all correspondence to:

STUDENT
620 Spadina Ave.

Toronto, Ontario

M5S 2H4

October 1, 1990 A.D.

Second Class Mail Registration

#7606
Postage paid cash in Toronto

SUBMIT TO SOTHfT
Articles, poetry, cartoons, photographs -

we need you to submit'your contributions to

STUDENT, to help us cover what's going

on in the Ukrainian community in Canada

and around the world. Anything sent in by

students, about student life, or of interest to

the student community, will be considered

for publication. Although we cannot

guarantee your work will get into print, we

will give each contribution our careful

consideration. Ukrainian-language

submissions are of course, most welcome.

As indeed are ones in french. So help us

tell it like it really is, by submitting today

to STUDENT.

A note regarding technical requirements:

All articles should either be typed or neatly

written, double spaced between lines and

with ample margins for convenient editing.

Please stipulate any conditions you might

haveregarding the editing of content with

articles of a sensetive political nature.

Photos preferably should be black and

white, but colour ones are fine, and have

details on the back describing what/who

they depict. Artwork and cartoons should

be done in black ink on clean white paper,

with the artist's signature incorporated in

the design.

N.B.: Do not send in negatives of photos, end keep copy of

your nudes if you went to have your material relumed to you,

please enclose a sumped self-addressed envelope with your

PAGE 3; STUDENT, SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1990
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The Choice is Yours

You have a whole lot of choices available to

you now. The credit union can help you

make the right ones for your financial future.

As a member-owner, you can help

determine the credit union's future too.

Choose the financial institution suited to

your needs. Come in and talk to us.

BUDUCHNIST
CREDIT UNION LTD

140 Bathurst Street, Toronto, 363-1326
2253 Street West, Toronto, 763-6883

4196 Dixie Road, Mlsslssauga, 238-1273

221 Mllner Avenue, Scarborough, 299-7291

911 Carllng Avenue, Ottawa, 722-7075
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The Wrong Stuff
by Shoeless Hryts

Every armchair critic/student

who has seen the historical

ballgame, or read about it in the

papers, even written a paper on it

(failing that, who has seen Bull

Durham), knows that there are

certain things teams should do in

order to keep the gods of history and

the ghost of Abner Doubbday on

your side.

One such thing that Team
Ukraine should do is change the

name of the city of Khmelnytskyj

back to Perejaslav. There are a

number of reasons for this, and

many spring to mind.
Khmelnytskyj was, to be sure, one

of the few Ukes whose batting

average got over .300, and maybe he

should have a ballpark named after

him. However, because the opinion

of our greatest sportswriter, Taras

Shevchenko, has been so

influential, it's hard to forget that

Bo Zenobee was a bum late in his

career.

After his initial success.

History (about as good to Ukraine as

Steinbrenner was to the Yankees),

saddled ol' Bo with managerial duties

and a horseshit bullpen. And
frankly, despite his valiant efforts

in lining up pitching against the

Turks, Tatars. Poles, and Russians

(Vyhovskyj managed to shut down

the latter for an inning), we got

jocked.

You could tell that Bo wasn't

the best managing material when he

put his son, Yurass, on the mound

late in the game. That's like putting

a high fastball pitcher with a 12.00

ERA in against Reggie Jackson in

October. Stoopid.

Then again. Bo Zenobee did hit

some timely moon shots. His fust

grand slam came at Zhovti Vody (the

first Shot Heard Round the World,

make no mistake), followed by a

750 ft monster blast at Pyljavtsi.

But after that, the pitching on the

Poland Boozin' Eagles started

figuring him out, threw him a lot of

salad low and away, and all he could

get was a lot of walks. To make

matters worse, our Islamic allies (the

Tatar Golden Hoarders and the

Turkey Teetotaling Imperialist

Gobblers, — the team-naming
contest got out of hand for that one)

were doing the Dalton Camp. At

Zboriv, Bo slapped a three-run triple

into Right Bank field, but got

caught in Berestechko trying to

stretch it, having been waved on by

a treacherous Tatar third base coach.

However, let's get back to the

original point. The bottom line is

that the move Khmelnytskyj made
in Perejaslav was not one that Team
Ukraine can be proud of. In fact, it

pisses people off if you mention it.

Rather like Jim Acker's yakkers that

Jays' opponents bleachered in '85.

Or Bill Caudill. Or Mark Langston.

Or the seemingly countless numbers

of Steve Rogers' late-inning

hanging curveballs that an

assortment of Rick Mondays and

Mike Schmidts tatooed.

I'm not saying that we should

tear down the Khmelnytskyj statute

in Kiev, but with Perejaslav, let's

get real. You won't keep too many
teeth by suggesting to French

Canadians in Quebec City that the

Plains of Abraham was a victory.

Likewise, we should no longer have

our intelligence insulted by every

map of Ukraine published since

1954.

If you don't know what I'm

talking about, run to your nearest

bookstore and pick up two pieces of
essential reading: Orest Subtelny's

History of Ukraine, and Bill

(Spaceman) Lee's The Wrong Stuff.

Then, take yourself out to the

ballgame.

We're your
full service

Credit Union!
You're invited to check out our lull range of financial

services and lind out how they can work for you.

Chequing accounts, savings accounts,
RRSP's. loans, mortgages, money orders, travellers'

cheques and more. Your Credil Union has a complete
line of financial services to meet your needs.

We can also help you plan a financially secure retire-

ment, save lor a house, take out a loan or manage your
daily finances.

Count on us for competitive interest rales and service
charges, convenient hours and friendly helpful staff.

We're your full service Credit Union. Look lo us for all

your financial needs.

SO -USE
CREDIT UNION

- .. ..
., ., ,, ., ,, ., ,, ., ,"", .,, ,, ' ., 1 ,, .,, ,, ., ,, .

'() .
-

620 Spadina Ave.

Toronto, Ontariario

M5S2H4 Canada
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The films screened attending this

festival portray a new found freedom

for the cinematographer in subject

matter and opinion as compared to the

socialist realism dribble made during

the 70's and early 80's. Since the

arrival of glasnost, film makers have

Soviet and Ukrainian taken over from the officials who used

cinematography has changed to "provide" the interpretation. An

substantially over the years. This end to the bureaucratic arbitrariness

change was borne out by the Glasnost and intervention in an artists' creative

Film Festival that took place at prosess has come. However,

Toronto's York University at the end problems remain. The panel of film

of January. makers noted that the bureaucracy

Last summer Romana Bahry of still is in control of the film houses,

York University was in Ukraine on an television and duplicating services so

exchange program. Making contact distribution and public screenings of

with a number of film makers in their works is still difficult. In

Ukraine she was able to view and Canada, the government's inept film

select films for this festival. With and distribution policy and American

the relaxation of regulations in the distributors have created a similar

Soviet Union during the last few years problem for Canadian film makers,

it was possible for Romana, through Another problem faced by

York University, to bring these films Ukrainian and Soviet film makers is a

to Canada. lack of film making equipment. What

The festivsal was a four day equipment there is is hopelessly

marathon during which some 29 outdated as compared to western

films, consisting of short dramas, equipment. This was described by

documentaries, animated shorts and Leonid Cherevaienko in an anecdote -

videos, were shown. These films were A number of American film directors

a cross section of what is being were invited to tour the Dovzhenko

filmed in todays Ukrainian film studios in Kiev. They were taken

industry. An added attraction was the through a the main studio and as they

presence of six cinematographers left one of the Americans commented

form Ukraine. They had a formal "Now that we've seen your museum,

panel discussion but were available when can we see your studios?",

for informal chats. Even with all the problems film

The Ukrainian film makers at the makers in Ukraine must face they are

festival were: Stanislav able to create quality films. The films

Chernylevsky (Halfilm, L'viv), Olia

Volodina and Anatolii Stepanenko

(Dovzhenko Studio, Kiev), Oleksandr

Koval (Ukrainian News and

Documentary Studio, Kiev),

Volodymyr Honcharov (Popular

Educational Film Studio, Kiev),

Mychailo Pavlov (Ukrainian

Television Documentary Studio,

Kiev) and Leonid Cherevatenko

(editor of Novyny Kinoekranu). All

of these people are of the new
generation of film makers in Ukraine.

that were screened were powerful

works portraying social and

ecological problems facing the

people of Ukraine after so many years

of stagnation and mismanagment.

The most memorable movies were

"Microphone" (Mikrofon), "The

Uninvited Guests" (Oi hore, tse zh

hosti do mene), "The Dying rivers"

(Zhuba), and "A large dose of Truth"

(Pravda krupnym planom).

Rather than reviewing these films

and not doing them justice, 1 would

recommend that these films be seen

since the majority of them have

remained in Canada as part of the film

library at York University and are

available through the inter-library

loan system. At the time these fiolms

were shown none of them were

subtitled but theyt are to be subtittled

in the future.

The Glasnost Film Festival allowed

Canadians to see the Ukrainian

psyche. Hopefully this is only the

beginning and many more Ukrainian

documentary and feature films will be

brought out of Ukraine and shown in

Canada and me Western World.

730 Queen Street West. Phone: 368-4235
73V Now Licensed by LLBO

FULL LINE OF SERVICES

FOR STUDENTS

OSAPI CANADA STUDENT LOANS

• AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES

• STUDENT LINES OF CREDIT

• FREE CHEQUING

• CAR LOANS

• SCHOLARSHIPS. AND MUCH MORE!

UKRAINIAN CREDIT UNION LIMITED

295 COLLEGE ST TORONTO M5T 1S2 • 922-1402 • FAX 922-4670

IJSTHEtASTMAU

E TOBlCOKE1
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MISSISSAUGA LOUDON
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OSHAWA
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WINDSC*
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ROOTS '91
WE WANT YOU!
For the second year running the student association
Slavutych is organizing trips through Ukraine for

students. In the summer of 1991 we are joining them!

.ho? Ukrainian youth from 18-35 years of age.

Why? To provide young Ukrainians from two
worlds with an opportunity to become
acquainted and to better understand the
systemns in which they live.

To provide an opportunity to rethink and
discuss our understanding of Ukraine and
our role in Ukraine's future.

To learn about Ukraine, especially its eastern
and southern lands, which are frequently by-
passed by tourist trips.

When? July/August 1991

YES! I want more information about Roots '91

'91!. '91-

??

?

18-35 .,.
1

II.,,., 1.\ 1991- ." '9

lM'fl=Name:*Address:-*1:_
BlK-Age:_-». study-occupation:_

Canadian Freinds of Rukh - Youth Section

1555 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario

M6P 1A5
(416) 535-7854

-- -$ $ $ $-

1990 SUSK
EASTERN

CONFERENCE
Friday, November 9, 1990:
1930-2200 Registration and film screening, room M-C B201 , Mackintosh-Corry Hall

2200-2400 Wine & Cheese at Summerhill, Alumni Affairs Wing

Saturday, November 10, 1990
Sessions to be held in room M-C D207 commencing 9:30 am

subjects include:

- Ukrainians in Canada: Andrij Makuch
- The Parcel from Chicken Street and Other Stories: Fran Ponomarenko
- Perebudova and Hlasnist and Ukraine Today:

Profs: R. Bahry, B. Bociurkiw, S. Page
- Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of Ukrainian Settlement in Canada:

I. Bardyn
- Ukrainian Music Through the Centuries:

Dr. R. Klymasz
Banquet at The European Food Company Delicatessen, 300 King St. East at 8:00 pm

Sunday, November 11, 1990
Breakfast and plenaries devoted to SUSK club development. Time and place T.B.A.

Registration Fee: $35
Accomodation: $33 / 2 nights / person quadruple occupncy at the "Relax Inn"

686 Princess St.

For more Info contact:

Christine Zaporozan at (613) 545-9169
Helen Moroz at (613) 547-6942

or write:

1990 SUSK Eastern Conference
c/o Queens Ukrainian Students' Club
The International Center
Queens University

Kingston, Ontario
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